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ABSTRACT 
A number of sensing technologies, using a variety of transduction principles, have been proposed for non-
invasive chemical sensing. A fundamental problem common to all these sensing technologies is determining 
what features of the transducer’s signal constitute a chemical fingerprint that allows for precise analyte 
recognition. Of particular importance is the need to extract features that are robust with respect to the sen-
sor’s age or stimulus intensity. Here, using pulsed stimulus delivery, we show that a sensor’s operation can 
be modeled as a linear input-output (I/O) transform. The I/O transform is unique for each analyte and can 
be used to precisely predict a temperature-programmed chemiresistor’s response to the analyte given the 
recent stimulus history (i.e. state of an analyte delivery valve being open or closed). We show that the 
analyte specific I/O transforms are to a certain degree stimulus intensity invariant and can remain consistent 
even when the sensor has undergone considerable aging. Significantly, the I/O transforms for a given ana-
lyte are highly conserved across sensors of equal manufacture, thereby allowing training data obtained from 
one sensor to be used for recognition of the same set of chemical species with another sensor. Hence, this 
proposed approach facilitates decoupling of the signal processing algorithms from the chemical transducer, 
a key advance necessary for achieving long-term, non-invasive chemical sensing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Chemical sensing involves detection of a target analyte of interest by measuring a change in a signal that is 
generated by either the analyte’s contact or remote interaction with the sensor. The minimum signal that 
evokes a measurable output above noise levels is the sensor’s detection limit, and the minimum change in 
the signal levels that can be distinguished is its resolution or sensitivity. In this context, a sensor’s operation 
is akin to a mathematical input/output (I/O) transform[1, 2]. Ideally, the sensing operation will be meaning-
ful if this transform is different for different inputs. Assuming that this hypothesis is true, the proposed 
formalism faces several practical challenges: 

(i) how does one estimate the I/O transform of a sensor?  
(ii) how robust is the I/O transform to changes of parameters relevant to the sensing task such as 
identity and intensity of the target signal?  
(iii) how invariant is the I/O transform to changes in irrelevant parameters such as sensor age[3-
8]?, and finally 
(iv) how reproducible are the I/O transforms for different sensors of equal manufacture? 

We examined these issues in the context of chemical sensing with an array of chemiresistive microsensors.  
Current approaches for chemical sensing have been inspired by the biological principle of using an 

array of cross-selective chemical sensors to create unique multivariate fingerprints for different odorants. 
A number of sensing technologies have been proposed for sensitive detection and selective recognition of 
chemicals[9-20]. Irrespective of the transduction mechanism used, all chemical-sensing approaches must 
employ a readout mechanism that would allow extraction of meaningful features from the sensor’s re-
sponse. Two strategies seem popular depending on the segment of the response that is assumed to contain 
most discriminatory information: transient or steady-state responses. 

For steady-state response analysis, the ultimate change in the sensor signal after exposure to an 
analyte is typically the measurement used for further processing [8, 21-24].  In the case of response transi-
ents, time-domain features such as sensor‘s response time constants[25-29] or frequency-domain features 
such as spectral content[30-32] have been popularly used. In general, it is widely accepted in both artificial 
and biological chemical sensing systems that the sensor response during transient periods tends to carry 
richer analyte specific information and therefore can provide better recognition performances[28, 33-44]. 

Irrespective of the signal readout from the sensor (steady-state vs. transient or time-domain vs. 
frequency domain), another issue faced by almost all chemical sensors that severely limits their long-term 
use is the issue of sensor drift, or deviation of the response, over time[3, 7, 26, 45-49]. Drift in artificial 
chemical sensors has been suggested to primarily be an effect of aging or poisoning of the sensing film[5].  
Drift has a profound effect on absolute transducer measurements, making these measures unreliable for 
long term analyte identification. Therefore, the long-standing need for the development of portable, accu-
rate and precise chemical sensors, which remain viable for extended periods of operation, still remains 
unmet. 

In this work, we propose a simple but elegant approach to characterize the sensor’s operation as an 
I/O transform. The proposed approach exploits the richness of a sensor’s response to a temporally structured 
pulsatile sampling of analytes similar to those used in biological olfaction [37, 38, 41, 50]. It is worth noting 
that the sensor responses following stimulus onsets, offsets and during their steady-state are all used to 
characterize a sensor’s response to an analyte. We reveal that this approach, to a certain degree, is robust 
with respect to changes in analyte intensity and to changes due to sensor drift. More importantly, we also 
show that this approach facilitates generalization between sensors of equal manufacture and therefore pro-
vides a way to allow seamless replacement of sensors in a chemical sensing system. The latter problem is 
fundamental for successful deployment of sensors in commercial applications. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
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2.1 Chemicals used.  

The following five chemicals were used in this study: ethanol (Pharmco-Aaper, Brookfield, CT)*, acetone, 
hexanol, 2-octanol, and 2-octanone (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)*. 

2.2 Analyte delivery and flow system. 

A custom made flow system was used for analyte delivery to the sensor. Liquid chemicals were vaporized 
in 500 mL gas washing bottles (Pyrex, Corning, NY)* using zero air (Airgas, St. Louis, MO)*. A constant 
stream of 0.1 standard l/min (slm) of zero-grade air was flowed through a bubbler containing a pure liquid 
analyte. The outflow, assumed to be a saturated vapor, was diluted with a carrier stream of cleaned, dehu-
midified air flowing at 1 slm. A sub-sample of this well-mixed stream (0.1 slm) was further diluted by 
mixing with a second carrier stream of 0.65 slm of cleaned, dehumidified air. Regardless of whether an 
analyte was present, a constant airflow of 0.75 slm across the sensor was maintained at all times. The analyte 
for each trial was selected pseudo-randomly to reduce effects of long-term chemical hysteresis. The analytes 
were presented in a pulsed fashion as shown in Fig. 1. 

For altering analyte concentrations, we varied the relative volume of the saturated output from the 
bubblers and the first carrier stream, before sub-sampling (i.e during the first dilution stage). Note that only 
the volume of the first carrier stream was changed; the flowrate through the bubbler was kept constant. The 
total flow rate of the first carrier stream was varied from a 1 slm flow rate to 0.5, 0.75, or 1.25 slm. The 
resulting analyte concentrations achieved as a result of this flow modulation are shown in Table S-1.  
 
2. 3 Metal oxide sensor. 
A microsensor array with four individually controllable elements covered by SnO2 sensing films was used 
in this study. Other sensing elements in the array were left idle. The manufacture of these devices has been 
thoroughly described previously [17, 51-55]. Briefly, each sensor element is a multilayer, suspended device. 
From the top, the functional layers are: a polycrystalline SnO2 sensing film, two interdigitated platinum 
electrodes, an insulating layer, and a polysilicon heater. The operating temperature of the sensor was mod-
ulated between 55 °C and 435 °C. Sensor responses of four copies of the SnO2 microsensors were meas-
ured. Each sensor was cycled through 28 temperature steps (Fig. S-1), with each temperature treated as a 
perturbed-isotherm[56]. 

Previous work by us [25], has shown that at least two different correlated bands of information 
were generated at low and high temperatures for most analytes.  Therefore, we used a temperature program 
that sampled a range of temperatures between 55 C – 435 C. Consistent with previous results, a cross-
correlation of information content obtained at different temperature revealed that information content does 
change with temperature and in analyte specific manner (Fig. S-2). 

Conductance measurements were made at each of the operation steps for each sensor. Each meas-
urement cycle lasted 38 s as all four sensors used were cycled through 28 temperatures.  A logarithm (base 
10) was calculated to compress the sensor responses (note that this step is not critical for results reported 
here). Analysis in this paper was performed using three sensors that lasted the entire data collection period 
of approximately 7 months.  

2.4 Calculation of the I/O transforms. 

                                                 

 
* Commercial equipment and materials are identified in order to adequately specify certain procedures.  In 
no case does such identification imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Stand-
ards and Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best 
available for the purpose. 
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The sensor response (𝑦𝑦) at a particular temperature was treated as the dependent variable to be predicted 
given the most recent stimulus history (�⃗�𝑥; series of 1 and 0 indicating analyte valve open or closed during 
each measurement; in other words random binary valve states prior to the measurement y). Note, the length 
of the moving window (i.e. dimensionality of vector (�⃗�𝑥)) is a free parameter. For each sensor, temperature 
combination:  

𝑦𝑦 =  𝑘𝑘�⃗ ⋅ �⃗�𝑥   (1) 
where 𝑘𝑘�⃗  is the transform that maps the stimulus history (the input) onto the sensor’s response (the output) 
for a given analyte. I/O transform for each analyte was calculated using a least squares regression estimation 
method, where the mean squared error of prediction is defined as:  

(𝑘𝑘�⃗ ⋅ �⃗�𝑥 − 𝑦𝑦)2   (2) 
A moving window was continuously shifted and the sensor response at the end of the stimulus history was 
recorded to construct a sensor input matrix (𝑋𝑋), and a sensor response vector (𝑌𝑌; a column vector of sensor 
responses at the end of each stimulus history). A bias term was added to account for average signal baseline 
(DC offset) throughout the experiment. This bias-term was not used in any further analysis as the goal was 
to focus primarily on the changes in response dynamics.  Note that the reconstruction error is minimized 
when: 

𝒌𝒌��⃗ = �𝑿𝑿��⃗ 𝑻𝑻𝑿𝑿��⃗ �
−𝟏𝟏
𝑿𝑿𝑻𝑻𝒀𝒀  (3) 

i.e. the pseudo-inverse solution. A schematic of this approach is presented in Fig. 2. 
For results shown in this manuscript, a stimulus history of eight recent stimulus states was chosen 

as the window size. This selection was based on the minimum window length for which the error of recon-
struction converged (Fig. S-3). This was done to provide a sufficient tradeoff between minimizing recon-
struction error and reducing over-fitting to the training data. 

Note that the response of the sensor at each temperature was treated separately. Therefore, we cre-
ated 28 I/O transforms for each analyte one for each operating temperature. These are shown in Fig. 2D. 

2.5 Training and Testing Datasets. 

First dataset: The sensor response measurements were collected over a period of a month. Each analyte 
was presented in a random binary pulsatile sequence (analyte ON and OFF) as shown in Fig. 1. A single 
pulsatile sequence run resulted in 140 sensor response measurements (~40 with analyte ON period and 
~100 analyte OFF period). The training data set consisted of 17 such measurement sequences; 3 for acetone, 
3 for ethanol, 4 for hexanol, 4 for 2-octanol, and 3 for 2-octanone. Note that this was the training data used 
for generating the I/O transforms shown in Fig 2, and 3. 

Second dataset: The sensor array was purposely aged for a period of two months during which it was 
intermittently operated with exposure to the same analytes. Subsequent to the aging phase, a second exper-
imental run, lasting a 2-3 weeks of data collection, was used to validate our approach. The second experi-
mental run consisted of similar sequences as in the training period. 20 such measurement sequences were 
made (4 for each analyte). This data was used as the testing data for quantifying performance of the models 
generated using the first training dataset (refer Fig. 4). 

Third dataset (Concentration dataset): To further assess the limits of our methodology a third dataset using 
a subset of the analytes (acetone, ethanol, hexanol, and 2-octanol) was presented at varying concentrations. 
Note that this third dataset was collected 3 months after the collection of the second dataset. This dataset 
consisted of 13 measurement sequences; 4 for Acetone, 3 for Ethanol, 3 for Hexanol, and 3 for 2-Octanol. 
Also note that the dataset collected during the previous data collection phase (i.e. second dataset) were used 
to create the I/O transforms for classifying these responses (Fig. 6). 

2. 6 Dimensionality reduction and classification. 
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A linear principle component analysis (PCA) was used for visualizing the I/O transforms associated with 
each analyte. The I/O transforms or response filters were projected onto eigenvectors corresponding to the 
three largest eigenvalues of the correlation matrix.  Only the training data and their corresponding trans-
forms were used for determining the PCA axes. Both training and testing datasets were projected onto the 
same axes to aid visualization and comparison. 

In order to classify testing data, we implemented a hierarchical, recursive approach. In this scheme, 
we treated one m-class classification problem into a series of m binary classification problem. The algo-
rithm can be summarized as follows: 

 
1. Compute the I/O transform of the test analyte that needs to be classified 
2. Perform PCA to reduce dimensionality of the filter (Note that this step was performed for vis-

ualization, but not strictly necessary for the approach).  
3. Compute the mean centroid of the dimensionally reduced I/O transform of each training analyte 
4. Repeat until done 

a. Based on pairwise distances between the mean I/O transforms, find the analyte that is 
farthest from all others (i.e. the analyte with the most unique I/O filter shape; in Fig. 5 
this is ethanol).  

b. Project all training and test data onto a difference of mean plane between the centroid 
of the farthest analyte and the centroid of the closest analyte (for ethanol the closest 
response cluster is acetone). 

c. Use a nearest neighbor classifier to assign the test sample to one of the two classes: 
farthest analyte vs. rest of training 

d. If assigned to farthest analyte, then stop recursion.  
e. If only two training analytes remain, then classify the test sample using the label of the 

nearest neighbor in the training sample.  
f. Else, remove the samples from the farthest analyte from further consideration and re-

peat steps a-e.  
 

 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Responses of a chemical sensor to pulsatile stimuli 

We began by examining the response of a metal-oxide chemiresistor to a few analytes that varied in their 
functional group, carbon chain length and vapor pressure. Unlike most chemical sensing studies, we deliv-
ered stimuli in a pulsatile fashion to exaggerate the response transients. The pulses delivered varied in 
duration, (1 to 3) min, and inter-pulse interval, (1 to 4) min. The mean response of the sensor (±standard 
deviation (S.D.)) at one particular operating temperature (435 °C; see Fig. S-1) is shown in Fig. 1. Note that 
sensor responses to the exposed gas were measured at twenty eight operating temperatures (Fig. S-1).  

In general, irrespective of the operating temperatures, we found that all gases used increased sen-
sor’s conductance (i.e. all were reducing gases) with the absolute magnitude of the response being greater 
for ethanol and acetone (blue and green) compared to the others. We found that the pulsed stimulus sequence 
emphasized differences in the transient responses generated by different analytes. During a relatively 
lengthy pulse, there was a discernable difference in time to peak response between different analytes (Fig. 
1, inset 1). Similarly, when the inter-pulse interval was reduced, responses to the non-leading pulses de-
creased substantially for all analytes (Fig. 1, inset 2). Note that the magnitude of response reduction was 
analyte specific. Hence, we hypothesized that the pulsed mode of stimulus exposures could enhance dis-
criminability between analytes. Furthermore, since some of the response dynamics were governed by the 
differences in stimulus dynamics, we expected these transient portions to remain invariant to sensor drift, 
consistent with previously shown results[57].  
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3.2 Chemical sensing as an I/O transform 

For any given analyte, and at any particular point in time, the state of the valve delivering the stimulus 
(open or closed) and the sensor’s response were both known. We viewed the sensor’s operation as a trans-
form that when applied to the stimulus state produced a corresponding response. If the sensor was extremely 
rapid and there was no hysteresis, then the I/O transform could be regarded to be instantaneous. However, 
this was not true for our sensor and for most chemical sensors studied in general. Therefore, we assumed 
that the sensor response at any given time is not instantaneous but a weighted linear function of the recent 
stimulus history. Note that this I/O operation or transformation must still be unique for each analyte in order 
for the sensor to generate unique fingerprints. 

To estimate the linear transform from the training data, we recorded the stimulus history, as deter-
mined by the valve state, in a given time window (�⃗�𝑥) and the sensor response at the end of this period (𝑦𝑦; a 
scalar value). For example, the following valve-states for last eight measurements [closedt-7, opent-6, opent-

5, opent-4, closedt-3, closedt-2, closedt-1, closedt], would result in the following stimulus history vector [0,1, 
1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0]. For each stimulus and each trial, or run, we systematically moved the stimulus history 
window in time to generate a matrix of stimulus histories (X; 8 columns but multiple rows) and a vector of 
sensor responses measured at the end of each stimulus history (Y; column vector with the same number of 
components as the rows of X). The sensor response model to a given analyte could now be viewed as the 
optimal linear transform that reconstructs Y given X (schematically shown in Fig. 2a).  Since this results in 
an over-determined system of equations (more rows than columns), we calculated the I/O transform to 
minimize the mean-squared error of reconstruction (i.e. pseudo-inverse solution). 

The optimal linear transform (𝑘𝑘�⃗ ; vector of the same dimensions as �⃗�𝑥), and the comparison between 
the actual vs. reconstructed sensor responses for the different analytes used are shown in Fig. 2b and 2c. 
Note that each component of the I/O transform is a weight for the stimulus/valve state at a particular point 
in time/history. The overall sensor’s response that is reconstructed in this fashion is merely a weighted sum 
of valve states in the recent past. As can be observed, the actual sensor response (black traces) and the 
predicted sensor response (red traces) are well-matched for all analytes (see Fig. S-4).  

The I/O transform of each analyte for each of the 28 operating temperatures used in the study is 
shown in Fig. 2D.  

3. 3 Recognition of chemicals based on Sensor’s I/O transform 

As can be noted from Fig. 2, the I/O transform was unique for each analyte examined. Furthermore, as 
shown in Fig. 3a, the I/O transform was reliable across multiple training runs for each analyte used. These 
results suggest that the estimated I/O transform of a sensor may be used as a fingerprint to identify each 
analyte. To confirm this hypothesis, we first visualized the eight-dimensional I/O transform using principal 
component analysis (Fig. 3b). Note that each complete training run or trial, resulted in a single estimate of 
the I/O transform, and therefore is represented as a single point/symbol after PCA dimensionality reduction. 
Different runs corresponding to a particular analyte generally clustered together and were discriminable 
from clusters representing other analytes. Therefore, this result suggests that the sensor’s I/O transform can 
indeed be used for analyte recognition. 

3.4 Sensor’s I/O transforms are drift tolerant 

As mentioned before, drift can be a major issue with chemical sensors, as it can significantly reduce the 
viability of sensors operating over an extended period of time. To test the stability of the sensor’s I/O trans-
form to each analyte, we aged the sensor for a period of two months (see methods; dataset 2). Subsequent 
exposures of the same five analytes generated raw sensor responses that were substantially drifted. We note 
that sensor baseline response decreased and the sensor response magnitude varied as a result of this drift 
(Fig. S-5). 

We made a qualitative comparison of sensor response profiles before (training dataset) and after 
(testing dataset) aging using a linear principle component analysis (Fig. S-6a). Note that sensor response 
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from the training dataset is indicated using circles, whereas raw sensor responses during the validation 
phase are identified as squares. As can be noted, although groupings within datasets are well-defined, drift 
in sensor responses across datasets shifted the overall response profiles. Complementing this qualitative 
visualization analysis, we performed a quantitative nearest-neighbor classification. The overall results from 
this classification analysis are summarized in the confusion matrix shown in Fig. S-6b. Note that the main 
diagonal elements were low indicating misclassification. These results qualitatively and quantitatively con-
firm that the raw responses of the sensor before and after aging were inconsistent. 

Next, we compared the I/O transform for different analytes before and after sensor aging (Fig. 4). 
Despite the evident drift, the I/O transforms were relatively consistent (Fig. 4a). Further, to quantify the 
performance results we performed a classification analysis (Fig. 5a). We reduced the overall classification 
problem into a series of two-class discriminations to determine similarity with ethanol vs. others (step1), 
acetone vs. remaining others (step2), 2-octanol vs. remaining others (step3), and finally hexanol vs. 2-
octanone (step4). Note that this scheme allows progressive refinement at each step, focusing primarily on 
determining membership to the most distant response cluster (see methods). The discriminations are shown 
on the right in Fig. 5a. The colored bands indicate regions, of the projection, where analytes would be 
successfully classified at that step and the gray bands indicate regions of the projection where analytes 
would be parsed through subsequent stages. The confusion matrix shows that most of the analytes were 
recognized well above the chance level (17 % to 24 %), and significantly higher than a direct PCA approach 
(Fig. S-7). 

3.5 Concentration invariant recognition 

Changes in concentration are also known to alter the sensor response magnitudes [58, 59]. Such response 
variations can lead to significant overlap in the responses generated by different analytes. Since the I/O 
transforms of the sensor to each analyte are predominantly focused on the response dynamics, we next 
examined how robust these were with respect to changes in stimulus intensity. We repeated the experiments 
with acetone, ethanol, hexanol, and 2-octanol but presented at different intensities.  

We found that the I/O transforms were consistent even when the analyte concentrations were 
changed (Fig. 6a). In addition, we used a correlation based distant metric in our dimensionality reduction 
(Fig. 6b) to focus primarily in the shape of the I/O transform and not on its magnitude to further reduce 
sensitivity to variations that might arise due to stimulus intensity. As can be noted, the classification perfor-
mance was well above the chance levels for all analytes tested in this fashion (Fig. 6c).  

To further clarify these results, we scaled the response of a particular analyte using three different 
values (x1, x2 and x5). Such scaling provided responses that had similar transients and time constants, but 
with varying magnitude (Fig. S-10). As expected, we found that the I/O transforms obtained for these three 
responses were identical in shape but differed substantially in their magnitude. Further, we note that a dis-
tance metric based on the correlation values would classify these I/O transforms to be identical thereby 
providing the analytical basis for invariance with respect to the changes in response magnitude.  

3.6 Sensor-invariant analyte recognition 

Finally, we examined how robust the proposed signal extraction approach was across different equivalent 
sensors that were fabricated together.  To examine this, we repeated the same analyses and compared the 
I/O transforms obtained between two sensors. We found that for each analyte, the I/O transforms were 
surprisingly consistent and training data from one sensor can allow identification of those analytes even 
when data from a different sensor was used for validation (Fig. 7). Note that these results are largely con-
sistent with using training and testing datasets from the same sensor (refer Fig. 4). This further suggests 
that the response dynamics are dominated by the stimulus dynamics of the analyte themselves and may 
provide a robust approach for analyte recognition. Therefore, we expect this approach may also insulate the 
signal processing approaches to changes happening in the sensor array when damaged sensors are replaced 
with copies of the same type of sensor. 
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, we have presented a method to characterize a chemical sensor’s operation as a linear I/O 
transform. The input to the sensor is the recent stimulus history, which we defined here as a short time-
series of the valve states (‘ON’ or ‘OFF’). The sensor’s response at the end of the stimulus history became 
the output to be predicted. In this formulation, we showed that for each analyte the sensor’s operation be-
came a unique input-output filter or a transform. Such an approach for developing a mathematical model 
of a dynamical system based on the inputs provided and the outputs measured  is commonly recognized as 
a ‘Systems Identification’ approach [1, 2, 46, 60-62]. However, in the context of chemical sensing, what is 
not clear is how to use this system identification approach for recognition/differentiation of different ana-
lytes, how stable are these estimated I/O relationships, and how they vary over time, sensors etc. We have 
carefully explored these issues in this study. 

In order for such a scheme to be feasible, it is first important to test whether the impulse response 
function of a chemical sensor can be reasonably estimated with a random inputs of certain finite length. If 
this assumption is reasonable, then the I/O transform (or alternately impulse response function) computed 
over one segment of random pulsatile binary inputs should allow prediction of the sensor’s response to 
other random patterns of pulsatile binary inputs as well. We found that this is indeed feasible and the pro-
posed estimation approach is robust and works well even when predicting the response of the sensor to 
other patterns of random binary input pulses (Fig. 9). 

We note that the analyte discriminability was enhanced due to the employment of pulsatile stimulus 
delivery that enhanced information in the transient sensor responses. The response dynamics were largely 
driven by the stimuli themselves possibly due to differences in vapor pressure, the physisorption onto the 
sensor surfaces, etc. Therefore, we found that these analyte-specific transforms were robust, to a certain 
extent, to variations in analyte intensity and sensor age. The latter feature allowed reliable recognition of 
the analytes even when the sensor’s baseline and the magnitude of stimulus-evoked responses changed over 
extended periods of operation (see Fig. 1, Fig. S-5, Fig. S-6). Hence, we believe that this approach may 
provide a drift-invariant analyte recognition scheme, a key requirement towards realizing non-invasive 
chemical sensing. 

The only additional requirement imposed by the proposed technique is the need for active sampling 
approach as opposed to the typical passive methodology used for gas sensing. While other efforts that have 
examined the use of a pulsed stimulus delivery protocol for generating information rich datasets from the 
sensor, these works have either focused on the magnitude of the response [23] from a few short pulses or 
select features from the signal [63]. However, our approach markedly differs in that we examined not only 
the signal from stimulus exposure (onset transients and steady-states) but also took into account the transi-
ents generated following absence of a gas stimulus (i.e. offset transients). It will be worth noting that, alt-
hough OFF-responses are informative, they are not considered by most approaches for discriminating ana-
lytes. 

Such active sampling techniques are routinely used by biological systems to sample the chemical 
stimuli encountered in their environment (“antennal flicks” in invertebrates[64] or  “sniffs” in vertebrates 
[65]). Active sampling is thought to extend greater control of the stimulus to the system, allowing it to 
manipulate and define the stimulus dynamics. Previous works have shown that stimulus dynamics can be 
dependent on the analyte or ‘odorant’ [37, 40] and may be exploited by subsequent processing centers in 
the brain [38, 41]. Several approaches to generate spatiotemporal sensor response profiles for analytes to 
enhance their discrimination have also been explored in artificial olfaction [39, 63, 66]. Our work comple-
ments these studies and focuses on development of schemes that take advantage of such rich data streams 
for the purpose of robust chemical identification.  

Using such as scheme in a real-world scenario could be easily achieved by placing a small pump 
downstream of the sensor and drawing air carrying the encountered analyte over the sensor in a known 
binary pattern. In this scenario, the I/O transform can be estimated if the random binary stimuli used to 
control the pump/valve over a period of time and the output of the sensor during this active sampling period 
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are both known. The estimated I/O transform of the currently encountered analyte can then be compared 
and pattern matched with those of the training analytes for the purpose of recognition.  

We note that the proposed scheme has not been optimized for rapid recognition of analytes. We 
envision changes that could be made to increase the sampling rate and therefore decrease the duration and 
spacing of pulses used to address this issue in future studies. Furthermore, in agreement with previous 
studies [26, 67], we found information content across temperatures was redundant. Hence, our temperature 
programs could be optimized by down-selecting to several high and low temperatures [62, 68-70]. We also 
found that hysteresis has a pervasive effect in metal oxide gas sensors. In general, our results show that I/O 
transforms of responses collected at temperatures above 250 °C, especially those that occur in the later 
segments of the temperature cycle, were more consistent across analytes and therefore resulted in higher 
classification accuracies (Fig. 8 and Fig. S-8). In this study, we did not systematically attempt to take ad-
vantage of the hysteresis related effects we observed, which would provide another free parameter for the 
purpose of optimization. 

Finally, we found that the sensors of equal manufacture generated strikingly similar transforms for 
a given analyte. This allowed the data obtained from one sensor to be used for recognizing the training 
analytes with a different sensor. The transferability of the training data is based upon the identification of 
sensor-independent features for pattern recognition. These can then be used to improve the flexibility of 
sensor arrays for a variety of application areas, primarily enabling greater longevity once deployed. Our 
demonstrated approach of pulsatile sampling and I/O transforms has the potential to be a simple, technol-
ogy-independent technique for achieving this capability. 
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Figure 1. Responses of a metal-oxide sensor (SnO2) to five different analytes presented in pulsatile fashion. Each 
trace represents the mean sensor response to an analyte with the sensor operating at 435 °C. Color bands represent 
standard deviations. Gray bars indicate periods when the sensor was exposed to the analyte. First inset reveals 
response onset differences during a prolonged single pulse. Second inset reveals diminishing of responses when 
probed with short, back-to-back stimulus pulses. 
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Figure 2. I/O transforms of a metal-oxide chemiresistor.  A) Top row) Schematic illustration of the proposed ap-
proach. An analyte is pulsed over the sensor and causes changes in resistance across a metal oxide sensing film. 
Bottom row) A schematic of a sensor response reconstruction is shown. Given a specific stimulus sequence, the 
sensor’s operation is akin to a mathematical transformation that is specific for a given analyte. Convolving the 
analyte-specific filter with the most recent stimulus history will generate a prediction for the sensor’s response that 
can be expected at the end of that period. B) I/O transforms (𝑘𝑘�⃗ ) generated using sensor’s response at 435 °C for 
each of the five analytes examined in the study. C) Comparison of the sensor’s actual response at 435 °C (black) 
and reconstructions (red) obtained for all five analytes.  D) I/O transformations for each analyte at all twenty-eight 
temperatures used (see Fig. S-1). Higher intensity of color indicates higher temperature. 
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Figure 3. I/O transforms for different analytes are consistent across different training trials. A) I/O transforms 
obtained using sensor response at 435 °C are shown for each analyte and for each training run.  B) Visualization of 
the I/O transforms (𝑘𝑘�⃗ ) of different analytes and for different runs using principle component analysis is shown. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4. I/O transforms are robust with respect to sensor aging. A) All I/O transforms of sensor responses at 435 
°C after aging are shown. Black line represents mean transforms obtained from pre-aged sensor (i.e. training data). 
Each colored line represents I/O transform obtained for an individual test phase trial. B) Principle component anal-
ysis of I/O transforms before (filled symbols) and after (open symbols) sensor aging. Only training data was used 
to calculate the principal component axes. 
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Figure 5. A hierarchical classification algorithm for multi-analyte recognition. A) Hierarchical classification algo-
rithm used to identify analytes is schematically shown. At each level, both training and testing data were projected 
onto the differences of means plane between the most distinct/farthest class and its nearest neighboring class. The 
data after this projection is shown in the panels on the right. The regions where the class assignment favored the 
distant class are identified in each subplot displaying projected data.  When testing data projects onto un-colored 
regions, those points will move down a level in order to be precisely classified. B) Confusion matrix quantitatively 
summarizing the performance of the hierarchical classification approach is shown. 
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Figure 6.  I/O transforms are robust with respect to analyte concentration. A) Each panel reveals I/O transforms 
estimated from a sensor’s responses at 435 °C to particular analyte presented at varying concentrations. Black line 
represents mean transforms obtained from sensor response to a fixed concentration (i.e. training data). Each colored 
line represents an I/O transform obtained for an individual test phase trial. B) Visualization of I/O transforms ob-
tained at varying concentrations of analytes are shown (filled symbols – training datapoints; asterisks – test data-
points). Only training data were used to calculate the principle component axes. C) Confusion matrix quantifying 
classification performance. 
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Figure 7. I/O transforms are robust across sensors of similar manufacture. A) All I/O transforms of sensor 2 re-
sponse at 435 °C for are shown. Black line represents mean transforms obtained from sensor 1 response (i.e. training 
data). Each colored line represents an I/O transform obtained for an individual test phase trial. B) Principle compo-
nent analysis of I/O transforms of sensor 1 (filled symbol) and sensor 2(asterisks). Only training data was used to 
calculate the principle component axes. C) Confusion matrix quantifying classification performance. 
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Figure 8. Classification performance is temperature and hysteresis dependent. Classification accuracy for sensor 1 
is shown for each temperature in the cycle for the three conditions examined (from top to bottom): (2 to 3) months 
drift, for varying concentrations, and across different sensors. The temperature cycle used in the study is shown at 
the top of the plot. In general, for all three cases, the classification performance is better in the second half of the 
temperature cycle. 
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Figure 9. I/O transforms of a metal-oxide chemiresistor. A) I/O transforms (𝑘𝑘�⃗ ) generated using sensor’s response 
at 435 °C for each of the five analytes are shown. Only half the entire stimulus sequence used in Fig. 2 used to 
generate these transforms. B) Comparison between the sensor’s actual response at 435 °C (black) and reconstruc-
tions (red) obtained for all five analytes for the first half (training) and second half (testing) of the stimulus sequence 
are provided.  Note that the stimulus sequences during training and testing portions are different. C) I/O transfor-
mations for each analyte at all twenty-eight temperatures used are shown. 

 


